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PREFACE: BLOCK PARTY

“Block party” traces a new connection between the historic city centre and the developing 
CBD, by creating a vibrant public destination with inspiring offices. By taking the 
opportunity of this visible and central location to showcase sustainable construction and 
real estate development, the project shows the way for a more sustainable future. 

A playful composition of blocks grows from the historic buildings in the south to the iconic 
volume on display on Konstitucijos Prospektas to create a strong and singular identity. The 
composition creates accessible rooftop terraces and attractive public spaces at street level 
with optimal light conditions. Designed as an articulated perimeter, the building creates a 
protected green artery within the urban block. 

The main entrance, placed at the core of the building connects the green artery with the 
street, and the public programme with the offices. The landscape design strengthens 
pedestrian flows and access to the centre to promote green mobility. The centre is designed 
for flexibility, co-use and interaction between the rich programme of retail, restaurants, 
offices and conference. 

The open façades with entrances on all sides allow for the building to extend into the 
courtyard and onto the street, inviting the building’s users, local inhabitants, neighbours and 
visitors to meet. Welcome to the Block Party!

URBAN IDEA: A GREEN REVITALISATION

Situated in a junction, right in-between two contrasting urban typologies, creating a new 
front towards Konstitucijos Prospektas, creating a protected green artery within the urban 
fabric. Integrating the building with the historic urban courtyard. The active ground floor 
strengthens the pedestrian and bicycle access not only to the building, but between the city 
centre and the CBD. Coherent structure, playing with angles, scale and height to create 
micro climates and varied public spaces.

The site is transformed from a paved undeveloped void into a diverse, ecological and social 
link that ties together the big scale Business District in the northwest with the old small-
scale district in the southeast. 

Through a series of public spaces, the landscape design aim to create a green outdoor 
environment with a strong identity, based on the existing qualities of the site, that minimize 
the impact of climate changes. Hard surfaces are decreased, and green permeable surfaces 
are increased by 85 % which supports valuable ecosystem services such as green storm 
water management, biodiversity and heat-island reduction. This biophilic design approach 
creates a project that manifests sustainability, innovation and future. The new outdoor areas 
will add recreational qualities to the new building as well as to the city around, and thereby 
function as an urban living room that revitalise and connects the entire neighbourhood. 

The outdoor environment consists of the two sides, defined by the new building, with 
different program and character: the open welcoming west side and the intimate 
vibrant green east side. The two sides are complemented by accessible roof top terraces 
that provide breath-taking views, sports, outdoor workspaces, urban farming and a winter 
garden. The different outdoor spaces are all connected with a coherent palette of materials: 
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reused brightened asphalt, wooden furniture, diverse plantings and existing trees that are 
preserved, re-planted or reused to support local wildlife and to assure sustainable use 
of materials. New trees and plantings are added to increase the resilience of the plot as 
well as to improve microclimate, lowering temperatures in the hot summers and to create 
protected areas from wind in the cold winters. All external lighting protects the visibility of 
the night sky and reduces the impact of lighting on wildlife by limiting light pollution. 

The west side: The Entrance
The west side is designed as a welcoming flexible space, directly accessible visually and 
physically from Konstitucijos prospektas through an extension of Lecho Kačinskio gatvč. 
Lecho Kačinskio gatvč. is transformed into a walkable, social and ecological link connecting 
the plot with the Business District. The new extension allows multiple traffic and pedestrian 
flows rational access to the building and becomes valuable recreational path to the river 
park in the south. Trees, plantings and open storm water management harvest all the storm 
water on site and at the same time a series of flexible outdoor rooms for both formal and 
everyday events are defined. A bike hub and outdoor gym in direct proximity to the bike- 
and recreational path, in the protection of the shadow from the building, are promoting 
health, wellbeing and sustainable transports.  

The east side: The Garden
The garden in the east side is designed as a green more intimate and secluded space, 
mainly designated the user of the building, yet with full access to the public. The garden 
is designed in a flexible way, where the floor is kept open to enable natural synergies 
with the indoor program and effective fire protection routes. Reused and brightened 
asphalt and gravel are used as pavement that together with plantings, lights and movable 
furniture contribute to an intimate atmosphere with pleasant temperature. The existing 
trees are preserved and integrated into the design and new biodiverse plantings are added 
to promote storm water management, biodiversity and habitats so that local wildlife can 
flourish. The greenery also creates multiple outdoor rooms for different needs with pleasant 
microclimate for the hot summer days and cold winters. Outdoor seating for the restaurant, 
outdoor gallery and a bonfire area are some examples. Altogether the garden becomes a 
natural green social hotspot that connects both people and the buildings around.  

The Rooftop 
The roof is designed as a more private complement to the ground floor, where the visitor 
can enjoy the beautiful location and the view over the city. Like the ground floor wooden 
furniture, movable chairs and vegetation is used to create a series of rooms and functions. 
The local nature vegetation contributes to a rooftop rich in experiences, in harmony with the 
surrounding landscape, that contribute to stormwater management, temperature regulation 
and biodiversity. Solar panels are added for the sunny days and a winter garden extends the 
recreational use during the cold winter.
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ARCHITECTURAL IDEA

Block Party is born out of the site’s identity and ties the historic values with the innovative, 
sustainable and climate positive into a coherent destination, a place where people want to 
be 24/7. The architecture is composed from a series of rational office blocks articulated to 
harmonise the lower scale and liveliness of the historic buildings with the large scale of the 
Central Business District. 

The façades are based on a generous grid to express the flexibility of the offices, and 
are adapted according to the specific orientations to achieve great transparency in all 
directions without increasing energy use. Towards the green artery in the south the double-
skin façade is punctured by balconies with generous planters for vertical greenery. The 
expressive character of the relatively low-rise building creates a clear landmark and identity 
for a business centre of the future.

Open layouts combined with generous glazing reveal the activities within to the public, 
creating a building promoting transparency and inclusivity. At the heart of the building lies 
the entrance connecting all internal functions, as well as allowing for flexible co-use of the 
entire ground floor for conferences, congresses or events.

Each individual block is based on a rational structure allowing for flexible use of offices, 
while their articulation generates natural meeting points throughout the floor plates. The 
depth is optimized for daylight access and compliance with the certification systems. The 
lower floors offer generous usable areas, easily accessible from one or two main staircases. 
Higher up in the building the southern extension of the floor plate is replaced by large 
rooftop terraces, fully accessible and integrated with the offices, offering views over Vilnius 
Old Town.

FUNCTIONAL PLANNING OF BUILDING

All the public functions are located at the ground floor with direct access from the streets. 
Retail is concentrated towards Konstitucijos Prospektas while the conference centre is 
located with the office lobby, and a restaurant/food court is located in the south next to the 
green artery and pedestrian connection to the river bank. Parking, storage and plant rooms 
are located in the basement while offices are located in the upper floors. The building 
is planned with one main entrance with an open atrium connecting all floors. The open 
staircase promotes a healthy lifestyle and the use of several floors by one larger tenant. 
Each floor plate is easily divided in up to 6 fractions using the secondary staircase and 
strategically placed fire escape staircases.

The offices are flexible and are suitable for everything from activity based offices with 
differentiated zones, to regular open landscape or cellular offices. The cores are used for 
services and meeting rooms. The raised access-flooring allows to reorganize the offices 
with minimal impact on installations.

State of the art offices
The office building is designed for flexibility. The lifetime of a building today is not set 
by the quality of construction, but of the quality of planning. As long as the building is 
relevant to use, it can live. The building construction features a robust framework, that can 
house a multitude of office configurations, from multi tenant to single tenant. Locating all 
vertical and horizontal circulation in the office core, frees up the façade entirely for office 
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configurations with open plan workplaces, cell offices, meeting rooms and social hot spots. 
The main entrance can form the strong identity of a single tenant or become a hub where 
smaller tenants can enjoy the advantage of a common reception and lobby in a multi tenant 
configuration. The open atrium and staircase connects all floor plans, bringing employees 
of a single tenant together in a common space characterized by year round greenery, or 
becomes a space for exchange between tenants in the case of a multi tenant configuration. 
Around the vertical circulations at each floor external meeting facilities as well as floor 
lobbies can be located.

BUILDING MATERIALS

The building is designed as a framework where the grid has been specifically designed to 
be realised with a range of materials. One material possibility being a full timber structure 
to minimize the carbon footprint and lay the base for a low carbon project. The design is 
entirely technically feasible with existing products, but a change of Lithuanian regulations 
in terms of height and size is necessary for the realization as a full timber structure. 
The project is the perfect opportunity to broaden the possible application of timber as a 
structural material in Lithuania, giving the project an impact beyond the K14a site by paving 
the way for more sustainable projects across the city and country.

To comply with current regulations, the building can be realized in a concrete/steel 
structure entirely, or in parts. In this case the grid is dimensioned to allow for structural 
optimization, reducing the need for material and thus both costs and carbon footprint as 
compared to a conventional structure.

The façades are designed as an expression of the rationality of the building and it’s ability 
to evolve over time. A large scale grid of glazed extruded ceramics frames expansive 
windows. Adapted to the different orientations, the southern facing façades feature double 
skin closed cavity façade with mobile wood louvres to shade from the sun. The individual 
configuration of the louvres will animate the façade over the day.

Interior surfaces are finished with natural materials that age with grace, and with low 
climate impact and no toxic components.

STRUCTURAL SOLUTIONS

The structure is composed of a post and beam system with stabilizing shear walls in the 
cores. All loads are transported vertically without overhangs or transfers. The scheme will 
be developed to minimize stress on the individual structural elements and reduce the need 
for over dimensioning, while allowing for maximum flexibility in the configuration of the 
offices and public spaces below.

TRANSPORT AND PEDESTRIAN FLOW SOLUTIONS

The base idea is to promote pedestrian interaction with the site and generate connections 
between the north and south of the site with multiple pedestrian paths through the site. 
Additional promotion of sustainable mobility is provided with a generous amount of bicycle 
parking connected to the already existing bike paths.

Drop off close to Konstitucijos Prospektas. Parking entrance from the street, away from 
traffic flows on Konstitucijos Prospektas.
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SOLUTIONS FOR THE BUILDING A++ ENERGY CLASS, ENERGY-SAVING 
SOLUTIONS, RENEWABLE ENERGY SOURCES, GREEN (SUSTAINABLE) 
SOLUTIONS

A resilient addition to the city
This new city block contributes strongly to the area with new green ecosystem services, as 
well as creating new meeting places which aim to spur an urban revitalization. The building 
block itself will benefit from the green, creating a microclimate and enhancing shade on 
the plot and building. Green terraces and courtyards are designed to provide ecosystem 
services such as green storm water management, cleansing polluted air, reducing noise, 
and connecting to surrounding green spaces to expand the network of natural pollination. 
Block Party will support the area in a resilient renewal.
Block Party is highly energy efficient, with a compact building volume and a multi-layered 
and multi-purpose façade, creating excellent daylight modulation and views out, as well as 
shutting out unwanted solar gains. The building volume has a good ratio between building 
envelope surface area and the net floor area. The climatization concept as we suggest 
it, uses the building materials and the design to create as low energy need as possible. 
The building roof surfaces are designed for social activities as well as local generation of 
renewable electricity by photovoltaic panels to reach the A++ energy requirements and 
BREEAM outstanding.

A green investment
The building block will comply with BREEAM outstanding and A++ energy requirements, 
through its flexibility in plan and structure. Allowing the building to adapt to both foreseen 
and unforeseen future demands. Additionally, the basement carpark could be altered for 
new purpose in the future.

The project will make life cycle assessments, building declarations, investigate the source 
of raw materials and handle waste management in a good way.

The greenery will create an agile microclimate, that lowers the temperatures on site in 
summer and creates a relief for the users as well as for the building systems.

In correspondence to the EU-taxonomy for sustainable activities, this block would 
substantially contribute to both or either of the issues of climate change mitigation or 
climate change adaptation, and as well support the protection and restoration of biodiversity 
and ecosystems.

The sustainable building block

The compact building volume has a good ratio between building envelope surface area and 
the net floor area (a form factor of 0,86). This leads to less heat losses through the façades 
and roofs. The building body is slightly tilted with the main façades to the southeast and 
northwest. This means that the sun provides passive heating without it becoming too hot 
(especially compared to a facade facing the south directly) hence lowering the cooling 
demand and offering a comfortable indoor climate.

The multi-layered and multi-purposed façade
The building envelope is multi-layered, with an inner layer of triple glazed windows (with a 
U-value of 0,5 W/ m2, K) and an outer layer of a single glass pane. In all directions where 
solar gains need to be addressed, louvres are used to control solar gains, glare protection 
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and light modulation. Additionally, these louvres can close in the evening to save energy 
(night u-value of the system below 0,4 W/ m2, K). Another possible feature is to use 
PV lamellas as solar shading in the façades that meets direct sun and thus generates 
electricity. 

The façade provides the building with excellent daylight and views to the surroundings. 
All spaces comply with the BREEAM features for daylight and lower the need for electric 
lighting.

The double skin solution with a buffer zone performs energy wise with better efficiency than 
a single layered façade, as well as it counteracts any radiation temperature asymmetries 
indoors. The air transported between these layers will be used for preheating of the 
ventilation during winter and thus raise the heat and the efficiency of the recuperation of 
heat in the mechanical ventilation system. 

The façade is added as a curtain wall outside of the structure to minimize cold bridges. 

The grid allows for modular prefabrication with high precision and quick mounting on site. 
Additionally, this multi-layered façade gives the building a high standard of noise protection.
The louvres add a dynamic layer to the façade, providing a shifting image to the building. 
Vegetation is allowed to climb the façade and add on shade to the building. Vegetation 
can also be placed in the glazed buffer zone, lowering the temperature during the summer, 
purify the air and prolonging the green season, benefiting the users in the building.

Activated slabs
With activated concrete slabs (floor cooling), using the return of district cooling or bore hole 
cooling, the ventilation will only be used for the purpose of fresh air. This is a very energy 
efficient solution as moderate cooling temperatures (22 degrees in the floor cooling) are 
enough to keep a pleasant indoor climate all year around, as it lowers the cooling energy 
demand due to the use of large surfaces. The mechanical ventilation will therefore need a 
moderate size of installation and place, which is efficient from the point of view of fan effect 
(energy use), costs and surface. 

The ventilation concept
The ventilation concept is designed with high flexibility, as a low-pressure system reduces 
the energy required to power the fans. The fresh air intake is situated in the higher 
regions of the facade, from where filtered air is transferred to a heat exchanger and then 
supplied to the indoor environment through vertical shafts in the building block. As the 
air transported in the layered façade will preheat or precool (depending on season), the 
efficiency of the recuperation in the mechanical ventilation system will be enhanced.

Winter case air intake: Preheating through the layered facade by the winter sun, purified by 
the greenery and distributed to the floors. 

Autumn/spring air intake: Precooling/preheating through the layered facade, purified by 
the greenery and distributed in the floors. Summer case air intake: In the high summer the 
air inlet takes a shortcut without preheating, so that the ventilation goes directly distributed 
to the floors. The façade is simply ventilated to lower the temperatures in the buffer zone.

Air is supplied to each floor from two directions, creating a uniformly pressurized system, 
allowing for additional outlets with no need for pressure adjustment. This, in combination 
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with generic floor plans, produces a building that can easily adapt to differing uses. 
With COVID-19 in our minds, the importance of an excellent ventilation is vital for staying 
healthy. With this flexible and efficient ventilation system, a great indoor climate is achieved.

Parking and future mobility
As we have seen during the period of COVID-19, another sort of mobility has grown, were 
pedestrian and bicycle routes are given precedence and also are used far more by citizens. 
The parking areas in the basement are prepared to be adaptable. To the basement roof 
that is situated outside the plan of the floors above, skylights could later be added to bring 
additional light into the space. Openings can bring the floor heights of 2.9 m into one space 
of 5.8 m, promoting flexible future uses.

Wellbeing, Art of Light and Movement
The generous natural light in the building creates healthy spaces for people to thrive. 
Circadian health is achieved at its highest in natural light, therefore ensuring access to 
good daylight and views are key throughout the building. By providing users with areas such 
as the outdoor courtyards, roof terraces and gardens we endorse exposure to high quality 
and quantity of light and contact with nature have proven to promote health and wellbeing. 
It is complemented with electric lighting when daylight is not enough and during the dark 
hours. 

Taking into consideration the high latitude of Vilnius, providing electric lighting that supports 
circadian stimulation is vital for user’s health and wellbeing. Additional focus on high quality 
lighting that meets both visual performance and circadian health, throughout the day and 
year, are crucial in areas defined as a regularly occupied space such as meeting rooms and 
workstations. 

The building promotes physical activity by having stairs that are well-daylit which would 
in turn lower the use of elevators, also by having an aesthetic circulation network that is 
surrounded by natural light, biophilia and using art installations. 

In addition to that, having a roof terrace, areas to sit that are protected from the wind 
supporting the opportunities for outdoor social or professional meetings, as well as 
dedicated outdoor areas for physical activities such as sports and playful activities, puts 
focus on physical wellbeing and health. The Block Party will be a hub for ‘celebration of 
place’ as it will be used for local communities, blending the buildings’ culture and essence 
with its surrounding, adding culture, biodiversity and ecosystem services.

Daylight
The typical floor plan meets all the requirements set out in BREEAM Hea 01 Visual comfort 
- Daylighting (4.a.). This is achieved through an efficient glazing strategy, use of bright 
materials and an effective distribution of working spaces.

The daylight factor results show that 81% of the regularly occupied floor area meets the 
requirement of at least 2.0% average daylight factor. These compliant spaces also meet the 
view-of-sky criteria, with at least 80% of each space having a view of the sky from desk 
height (0.7m). The room depth criterion is also met in these spaces, thanks to their well-
proportioned dimensions and bright materiality.

The sunlight results show the number of hours of direct sunlight available during the 
equinoxes and solstices. The wind roses show wind directions, speeds and frequencies 
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during spring, summer and winter, between the hours of 08:00 - 20:00.

The results for spring show very good sunlight access across the site. The majority of trees 
planted will be deciduous, allowing sunlight through during this season. The roof terraces 
show excellent access to sunlight and will be protected from wind by the parapet. In spring, 
moderate westerly and southerly winds are prevailing.

The results show excellent sunlight access across the site during summer. Significant 
greenery will provide plentiful shade and help to prevent heat island effects locally. 
Greenery will extend to the roof terraces, where a pergola on the southernmost roof will 
provide additional shade. Here, solar panels will be installed, to take advantage of the year-
round sun. Solar panels will also be installed across the rooftops without terraces. 
In summer, moderate westerly and southerly winds are prevailing. In winter, when sunlight 
access is limited generally, the results show very good sunlight access on the roof 
terraces. The parapet here will help to shield the terraces from wind, ensuring that they are 
comfortable year-round. In winter, moderate southerly winds are prevailing.

GENERAL PLOT AND BUILDING INFO

• Plot area – 6430 m2 

• Intensity of development of the plot – 3,0

• Density of development of the plot – 52%

• Use of the building – Flexible speculative office, retail, restaurant/food hall, conference 
centre.

• Gross floor area – Ground/First Floor 3,100 m2, Second Floor 3,227 m2, Third Floor 
3,192 m2, Fourth Floor 3,178 m2, Fifth Floor 2,365 m2, Sixth Floor 2,375 m2, Seventh 
Floor1,919 m2, Eighth Floor 951 m2, Ninth Floor 854 m2

• Useful floor area of the building - 16,458 m2 office, 758 m2 Retail, 610 m2 Restaurant/
food hall, 914 m2 conference centre.

• Volume of the building – 79,980 m3 

• Number of storeys – 4 stories (With an additional roof terrace) at the lowest point in the 
south and growing to 9 stories at the highest point in the north of the site.

• Height of the building – 29,7m high at the lowest point in the south and growing to 
34,6m at the highest point in the north of the site. (Ground floor is planned at 5,3m F.F.L 
to F.F.L and typical floors are planned at 3,6m F.F.L to F.F.L)

• Parking – 420 car parking bays (140 bays per level on 3 levels, inclusive of 8 disabled 
bays and 17 electric car charging bays per level). 126 bike parking bays (42 bays per 
level on 3 levels, inclusive of 14 electric bike and scooter charging bays).




